[Improvement of Fat Suppressing Effect for Finger and Neck MRI by Using Small Glass Beads].
The defectiveness of the fat suppression becomes the factor of the decrease of the quality of the diagnosis of magnetic resonance imaging. It is reported that the use of magnetic field uniformity adjuvant pad is effective for reduce poor fat suppression. The ball bullets, polystyrene balls, and polished rice are used for pad packing material, in recently, it was reported that fat suppression effect was good by the use of the small glass beads. Therefore, we tested the utility of small glass beads pad in the neck and fingers in this study. Neck and the fingers of subjects were imaged with T1-weighted image with fat suppression and T1-high resolution isotropic volume excitation image. The fat suppression effect of each image was compared with the polished rice and glass beads as material of pad used by physical, observation, and contact evaluation. In the result, satisfactory results were obtained by using glass beads, and it is suggested that fat suppression effect is improved by using glass beads as a filling material of pad in clinical study as a conclusion.